
THE
LIVING 

PROJECT
A Powerful COACHING JOURNEY WITH THE WILD



WHO we are
The Living Project is a powerful journey with the Wild. Founded by Cormac 

Davey and Josh Bulpin, two passionate humans who’ve spent the past decade 
working with the Wild to provide powerful personal development

we have a simple philosophy:

we believe that humans benefit from conscious engagement with the wild
the wild, of which we are a part, is our vehicle to tap into four key elements of the human experience

Water
challenge, reflect, refresh

Earth
grounding, security, values

Fire
intention, ignition, passion

Air
confidence, connection, play

in the Wild we connect with ourselves, others, and our planet. the Wild supports our wellbeing and is magic for our mental health



What we do
we provide powerful opportunities for individuals and teams to connect 

with themselves and each other. the Wild is our vehicle

we support teams and individuals to:

connect

refresh

commit

+

improve mental health and wellbeing



Why NOW
Life for carries ongoing unique challenges. As employers we have a duty to go beyond the basics and provide holistic support for 
our peoples wellbeing. In doing this we provide the platform to unlock human potential and create truly purposeful organisations 
through deeper connection, genuine care and harnessing performance. This has never been more necessary than now. The current 
Covid-19 situation and responses to it have created some known challenges, and will create further challenges yet to materialise, 
particularly in the mental health and wellbeing space. We’re passionate about being part of the reactive response, and pro-active 

planning to support your crew.

Some support areas we know exist, and may need consideration moving forward:

Many people have been working from home, distant from colleagues and friends and are feeling a big dose of zoom fatigue. It’s 
imperative that during these times we find ways to connect our human workforce with each other, provide common experience and

commit resource to providing emotional support and opportunities to improve mental health in this less human workplace

Poor Mental Health is increasing, and as society as a whole continues to suffer so will humans, either directly or indirectly. Those 
who remain in work, either remotely or in the workplace will be affected by the impacts both in their workplace and in wider life

The past 12 months have seen significant change happening around people regularly. More is to come. Change is challenging 
mentally and emotionally. Our people need support in this area in order to ride the waves in as healthy a way as possible



HOW WE DO IT
wild 24

A powerful 24hr coaching journey with the Wild

We’ll work with you to understand your challenges in this space, and to consider challenges that may be coming down the road.
Together we’ll develop a supportive plan to engage your team in a journey with the wild and provide effective preparation, as well 

as follow-up and on-going coaching if required. The cornerstone of our approach is our Wild 24

On this journey with Cormac and Josh you'll be guided through 24hrs living with the Wild, and explore powerful opportunities to 
refresh and reconnect with yourself, with others and with the Wild

The Wild supports our wellbeing and Mental Health, as do the practises you'll get involved with. We'll use Water to reflect on some 
powerful questions and refresh our spirit. We'll ground ourselves by connecting with Earth and practising some mindful moments. 

We'll work with Fire to set intentions and ignite our soul. And we'll explore Air through the journey, exploring challenge, and having 
a whole heap of fun along the way. We keep groups small to maximise experience and personal value, and each person gets 1:1 

coaching time with both Cormac + Josh, two passionate coaches who've spent the past decade working with the wild to 
provide powerful personal development

We'll be immersed in a human journey with the wild for 24hrs (including sleeping on the ground) and you'll leave feeling awake, 
connected and ready for whatever comes next



wild 24
A powerful 24hr coaching journey with the Wild



VALUE
bespoke approach based on your needs

cost and time effective

greater connection between people

more purposeful people and organisations

more emotionally competent people and organisations, particularly during times of challenge and/or uncertainty

improved Mental Health and Wellbeing 

healthier, happier people unlocking and fulfilling potential

Covid-19 govt. guideline safe activity

work with two highly experienced wild practitioners and coaches, each with their own unique approach, each committed to 
providing challenging and supportive opportunities to improve wellbeing through connecting with the wild

1% of all sales are used to support not for profit organisations and activists working to re-wild our planet



We look forward to 
working with you

www.thelivingproject.life

hello@thelivingproject.life

Socials @itsthelivingproject

Josh: 07592 301686

Cormac: 07733 234393

http://www.thelivingproject.life/
mailto:hello@thelivingproject.life

